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Abstract: With the widespread use of substations around the world, oil jet fire accidents from
transformer oil-filled equipment in substations caused by faults have occurred from time to time. In
this paper, a series of transformer oil jet fire experiments are carried out by changing the external heat
source (30 cm and 40 cm) and the inner diameter of the container (5 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm) to study
the axial centerline temperature distribution of the transformer oil jet fire plume of the transformer
oil-filled equipment in the substation. The experiment uses K-type thermocouple, electronic balance
and CCD to measure and assess the temperature distribution of the axial centerline of the fire plume
of the transformer oil jet. The result demonstrates that the axial centerline temperature of the fire
plume increases with the external heat release rate and the inner diameter of the container. In
addition, a novel axial temperature distribution prediction model of the transformer oil jet fire plume
is established. This model can effectively predict the oil jet fire plume temperature of transformer oil-
filling equipment in substations, and provide help for substation fire control.

Keywords: jet fire; axial temperature profile; flame temperature; virtual origin; temperature distribution

1. Introduction

With global warming, the world’s energy structure is developing towards low carbon.
“Zero emission” of carbon dioxide has become a goal that all countries are striving to
achieve. Under this circumstance, electricity can be favored by all countries as a kind of
green energy. However, there are a lot of oil-filled equipment in the substation. Due to
equipment aging, corrosion or misoperation, a large amount of high-temperature trans-
former oil may spread out quickly, encounter open flames or discharge the spark which
will form a gas-liquid two-phase flow jet fire [1–8].

Jet fires often cause catastrophic fire accidents due to their strong flame impact and
violent thermal radiation hazards [9]. In order to clearly grasp the combustion charac-
teristics of jet fires, scholars at home and abroad have carried out a large number of
experimental studies on jet fire combustion characteristics. The research scope includes
flame geometry [10–16], flame radiation [17–22] and flame temperature distribution [23–27],
etc. Through literature research, it can be found that due to the very turbulent jet flame, the
flame generation and development process is rapid and difficult to stabilize. These factors
have led to few scholars on flame temperature. However, Axial temperature profile in
buoyant plume is one of the basic and important parameters of fuel jet fires. Studying the
temperature of the axial fire plume helps to understand the state and structure of the flow
field [28]. Therefore, there are still scholars carrying out such research. McCaffrey [29] put
forward the classic three-zone theory of vertical temperature distribution of the fire plume
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of carrying out methane combustion experiments and established a vertical temperature
distribution prediction model:
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where ∆T is flame temperature rise (◦C); T0 is the ambient temperature (◦C); K is a constant;
K =

(
κ
C
)2, η and κ are all coefficients; g is the acceleration of gravity (m·s−2); Z is the

height of the thermocouple (m); Q is the heat release rate, (kW). See Table 1 for specific
values.

Table 1. Summary of the experimental conditions.

EXP. ID Internal Diameter (cm) Pool Diameter (m) Nozzle Diameter (mm)

1 5 0.3 5
2 5 0.3 5
3 5 0.3 5
4 8 0.3 5
5 8 0.3 5
6 8 0.3 5
7 10 0.3 5
8 10 0.3 5
9 10 0.3 5

10 5 0.4
11 5 0.4 5
12 5 0.4 5
13 8 0.4 5
14 8 0.4 5
15 8 0.4 5
16 10 0.4 5
17 10 0.4 5
18 10 0.4 5

It can be seen that the temperature prediction model proposed by McCaffrey has great
limitations, so Zukoski [30] conducted a series of methane diffusion combustion experi-
ments to study the entrainment effect of the fire plume, and with further improvement, the
temperature forecast equation in the vertical direction of the flame. The above research
results have been extensively verified in experiments. However, the initial momentum
of the jet flame cannot be ignored. Therefore, the above research results still have certain
limitations. Heskestad [27] proposed the concept of a virtual point source to modify the
height of the fire plume to further improve fire plume temperature rise equation. In recent
years, scholars at home and abroad have carried out further studies on the jet fire plume
temperature based on previous studies. Gomez-Mares [23] carried out a vertical propane
jet fire experiment and established the fire plume temperature and the axial distance, as
well as the fire plume temperature. A quadratic polynomial related to the heat release
rate, Hu [24] established a jet fire plume temperature distribution model under different
ambient pressures. Zhang [26] carried out a study on the rectangular fire source jet fire
plume temperature distribution. Tao [25] studied the temperature distribution law of jet
fire plume under inclined conditions. Z.H. Gao [31] studied the longitudinal and transverse
temperature distribution of jet fire plume of turbulent porous gas burner.

Literature research found that previous studies mainly focused on the vertical temper-
ature distribution of gas or liquefied gas fuel jets. However, the temperature distribution of
the jet fire generated by the oil-filled equipment in the transformer substation is always
ignored. The purpose of this paper is to study the distribution law of the centerline axial
temperature distribution of the oil jet fire plume of the transformer oil-filled equipment
in the substation. This paper carries out a series of experiments on the transformer oil
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jet fire of the transformer oil-filled equipment in the substation by changing the external
heat release rate and the inner diameter of the container. The source corrects the height
of the fire plume. Based on the classic fire plume temperature distribution model, a new
prediction model for the temperature distribution of the fire plume axial centerline of the
transformer oil jet in the substation oil-filled equipment is established.

2. Experimental
2.1. Experimental Facility

All experiments in this study were carried out in the same tunnel, and the tunnel
door was closed but not sealed before each experiment to ensure that the experiment
was completed in a still air environment. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
experimental device. The experimental device shown in Figure 1 consists of a fuel supply
system, a measurement system and a data acquisition system.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental system.

The fuel supply system consists of an oil storage tank and an oil sump. The oil storage
tank is a cylindrical stainless steel tank with a 15 mm diameter circular opening at the
center of the top for installation of nozzles. The bottom of the storage tank is welded
with three cylindrical stainless steel brackets to ensure the direction of jet fire is vertically
upward. The oil storage tank is placed in the center of the oil sump and the side wall of the
oil sump is 10 cm high; the measuring system consists of a thermocouple tree composed
of 8 K-type thermocouples (OMEGA) with a diameter of 1 mm (the measurement error is
less than 1 ◦C or 3%), electronic balance (AND GP-61ks, accuracy: ±0.1 g, range: 0~60 kg)
and a CCD camera (SONY NEX-FS700, pixel: 1280 × 720, frame rate: 25 fps). Among
them, readings measured by the thermocouple has been corrected with the radiation loss
according to the diameter of the thermocouple. The axial position of thermocouple (T1~T8)
is given in Figure 1. T1 is located at 0 m above the nozzle (that is, at the nozzle), and the
remaining thermocouples are evenly arranged vertically upwards along the centerline
of the flame axis at 0.3 m intervals to measure the transformer oil jet fire plume axis to
the centerline temperature; the thermocouple numbers are: T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7,
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T8. The electronic balance is placed in the lower part of the fuel supply system to record
fuel combustion in real time, and a fireproof board is placed between the fuel supply
system and the electronic balance to avoid accidental damage to the electronic balance
during the experiment. The CCD camera is utilized to record the visual flame image. The
camera shooting direction is perpendicular to the flame direction to record the flame’s
geometric characteristic image. To effectively record the geometric image of the flame
and reduce the image noise, the experiment needs to always keep a dark background
around the flame. Therefore, all experiments are carried out at night and in the tunnel.
The specific processing of the flame visualization image is as follows: First, the occurrence
and development video of jet fire from the video according to each working condition is
intercepted; then, with the intercepted video into frames, convert the video images into
grayscale images in order to be decompressed; finally, based on the OTSU [32] method, the
image brightness threshold (representing the difference in brightness between the flame
and the surrounding environment) is dynamically determined (the improper selection
of the threshold directly leads to the distortion of the flame shape information), and the
grayscale image is converted into a binary image (the flame area is white; non-flame area
is black) to obtain the geometric characteristic parameters of the visible flame. The data
acquisition system consists of a data acquisition instrument (HIOKI·LR840-21, acquisition
frequency 100 Hz), and a laptop computer.

2.2. Experimental Steps

The detailed experimental research steps of the time and space evolution law of
transformer oil jet fire temperature are as follows:

(i) Check the test system and data acquisition system before the experiment to ensure its
normal operation;

(ii) After the first step of inspection, start to fill the oil storage tank and the oil pool with
transformer oil, and turn on the electronic balance to record the fuel quality. Fill the
oil tank with 100% liquid level transformer oil and fill it into the oil pool; transformer
oil with a thickness of 3 cm. When everything is ready, add 10 mL of n-heptane to the
surface of the oil pool, turn on the test system and data acquisition system, use the
electronic igniter to trigger the fuel supply system, and start the jet fire experiment;

(iii) After the experiment is over, close the test system and data acquisition system, save
the collected data to the computer, and wait for the experimental device to cool to
room temperature to start the next experiment preparation. It should be noted that
due to the extremely high flame temperature of the jet fire, the temperature measuring
probe at the flame needs to check whether it is burned out after many experiments.
Once it is found that it is damaged, it is necessary to replace new thermocouples in
time.

2.3. Experimental Conditions

Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions. The experiment designed two oil
pools with diameters (0.3 m and 0.4 m) and three oil storage tanks with inner diameters
(5 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm) to study the axial center of the transformer oil jet fire plume.
The experiment designed two oil pools with diameters (0.3 m and 0.4 m) and three oil
storage tanks with inner diameters (5 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm) to study the axial temperature
distribution of the transformer oil jet fire.. The nozzle employed in the experiment has a
diameter of 5 mm, a height of 3 cm, and a thickness of 2 mm. In order to ensure repeatability,
three experiments are performed in each experimental condition, and the average of the
three sets of experimental data is used as the experimental result. The fuel used in the
experiment is KI25X transformer oil, and the effective heat of combustion is 40 MJ·kg−1 [33].
Table 2 displays the parameters of the three oil storage tanks. During the experiment, the
weather station measured the environmental temperature, environmental pressure, relative
humidity, wind speed, wind direction and rainfall. The specific environmental conditions
are shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. Parameters of oil storage tank.

Tank Height (cm) Internal Diameter (cm) Thickness (cm) Bracket Height (cm) Bracket Diameter (cm)

No.1/2/3 8/12.8/16 5/8/10 0.5 2 1.5

Table 3. Environment conditions.

Properties Value

Air temperature (◦C) 25 ± 3
Relative humidity (%) 70 ± 10
Wind speed (m·s−1) 0

Wind direction /
Rain (mm) 0

Air pressure (kPa) 101 ± 5

2.4. Reliability Analysis of Experimental Data

The data involved in this paper include temperature data, balance data and CCD data.
The temperature data are measured by K-type thermocouple with a diameter of 1 mm.

Before the experiment, the reading measured by the thermocouple has been corrected with
the radiation loss according to the diameter of the thermocouple. Due to the extremely high
flame temperature of the jet fire, the temperature measuring probe at the flame needs to
check whether it is burned out after many experiments. Once it is found that it is damaged,
it is necessary to replace new thermocouples in time.

The balance data are measured by an electronic balance (GP-61ks, accuracy: ±0.1 g,
measuring range: 0~60 kg). Calibrate the balance before each experiment: The balance
should be preheated for about 2–3 h; if it is not to be adjusted, the balance should be
horizontal. When there is no weighing object on the scale plate of the balance, it shall be
stably displayed as zero. Press the “Cal” key to start the internal calibration function of
the balance. Later, electronic balance displays “C”, indicating that internal calibration is
in progress; when the electronic balance display shows zero position, it indicates that the
electronic balance has been calibrated.

CCD data are captured by CCD (SONY NEX-FS700, Pixel: 1280 × 720, frame rate:
25 fps). The images recorded by a CCD record not only the flame, but also all objects in the
flame environment and the reflection of the flame on the ground. All this information is not
important for the calculation of the geometric characteristics of the flame as they will bring
noise to the image processing and should be removed as much as possible. To effectively
record the geometric image of the flame and reduce the image noise, the experiment needs
to always keep a dark background around the flame. Therefore, all experiments are carried
out at night and in the tunnel. The CCD camera is equipped with Exmor image sensor with
high sensitivity, which can effectively record the flame geometric image and reduce the
image noise in the dark environment. In order to obtain reliable geometric characteristic
parameters of flame, this study uses imaging algorithm to process the visual image and
infrared image. The specific processing of the flame visualization image is as follows: First,
the occurrence and development video of jet fire from the video according to each working
condition is intercepted; then, with the intercepted video into frames, convert the video
images into grayscale images in order to be decompressed; finally, based on the OTSU
method, the image brightness threshold (representing the difference in brightness between
the flame and the surrounding environment) is dynamically determined (the improper
selection of the threshold directly leads to the distortion of the flame shape information),
and the grayscale image is converted into a binary image (the flame area is white; non-flame
area is black) to obtain the geometric characteristic parameters of the visible flame.

In order to ensure repeatability and reduce the uncertainty of the data obtained, three
experiments were performed in each experimental condition, and the average value of
three groups of experimental data was taken as the experimental result.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Axial Temperature Profile

Figure 2 shows the changes in the axial temperature of the fire plume under various
operating conditions. According to Figure 2, it can be seen that: (i) The flame temperature
changes in all operating conditions are similar, and the temperature is roughly in the range
of 320 ◦C to 950 ◦C; inside and outside, the heat source is ignited, a jet fire appears near
t = 0.4, and then the temperature shows a significant increase and then a slow decrease
trend. The flame temperature rise under all working conditions gradually decreases with
the increase of height, but there are significant differences in the maximum temperature of
jet fire under different working conditions; (ii) When the external heat source is given, the
peak jet flame temperature increases with the increase of the inner diameter of the container,
and the axial position corresponding to the temperature peak gradually increases. There
is a certain impact, but the impact is not as significant as the external heat source; (iii)
When the inner diameter of the vessel is given, the peak jet flame temperature increases
significantly with the increase of the external heat source, and the height of the flame’s
continuous zone and intermittent zone increases accordingly. The flame temperature is
mainly affected by three factors: oxygen concentration, combustion reaction rate and
carbon black concentration. From the perspective of chemical reaction, jet fire is caused by
the combustion reaction between fuel ejected from the nozzle and entrained surrounding
oxygen and fuel. When the external heat source and the inner diameter of the container
increase, the fuel ejection velocity at the nozzle increases, resulting in a relatively small
air-fuel ratio. Oxygen-lean state is not enough to support the complete combustion of the
fuel. Under the action of thermal buoyancy and initial momentum, the flame front moves
upward. During the upward movement, the fuel reacts with a large amount of entrained
oxidant. In this process, the flame height and heat release rate increase with the increase
of oxygen concentration and reaction rate. Therefore, the temperature of the fire plume
has increased significantly. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the external heat source has a
more significant impact on the temperature than the inner diameter of the vessel.
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Figure 3 shows the temperature distribution on the axial centerline of the jet fire
plume under the condition that the oil pool diameter is 0.4 m and the container inner
diameter is 10 cm. After the jet flame becomes the quasi-steady state, it can be seen that the
temperature distribution of the centerline of the jet fire plume present an obvious layered
state. Audouin [34] uses the flame height to divide the flame area into a continuous flame
area, an intermittent flame area and a buoyancy plume area. Combining flame height data
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of Figures 3 and 4, it shows that the temperature distribution of the centerline of the jet fire
plume conforms to the three-zone flame distribution theory.
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Flame impact is one of the main hazards of jet flames to personnel and equipment.
Flame influence mainly refers to high-temperature flames that directly contact personnel
and equipment to cause convective heat transfer and cause thermal hazards [35]. Therefore,
a clear understanding of the relationship between the axial centerline temperature of the
fire plume and the axial distance can provide important help in reducing fire hazards.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the axial centerline temperature of the fire
plume and the axial position under various operating conditions. It can be seen from
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Figure 5 that the evolution of the fire plume temperature under various operating condi-
tions is basically the same and the temperature peak appears at the axial position 0.6~0.9 m.
However, when comparing the effects of different external heat release rates, it can be
clearly found that when the axial position is low, the high external heat release rate is
lower and the temperature peak is large. This phenomenon can be attributed to the mixing
degree of air and fuel and the heat balance. When the transformer oil two-phase flow fuel
is injected into the air environment from the nozzle, the liquid phase needs to be further
vaporized and then mixed with oxygen in the environment for combustion. As the external
heat release rate increases, the initial momentum of the two-phase flow increases, causing
the fuel to take longer to vaporize. Therefore, under the condition of high external heat
release rate, the flame temperature is lower at the lower axial position. The mixing mode of
air and fuel can be divided into two types: molecular diffusion and air entrainment, while
the transformer oil jet fire combustion is turbulent combustion air. Entrainment dominates
and air entrainment is the physical basis of vertical temperature attenuation. As the axial
position moves up, the high initial momentum increases the air entrainment volume, and
the increase in combustion efficiency means the release of more heat. Axial temperature
significantly increased. The flame front moves up to a higher position. After the flame rises
to a certain height, the fuel flow is cut off by the strong annular vortex and air entrainment
cooling. The fuel falls off from the upper part and burns out quickly, causing the flame
body to cool, and the fire plume is axially centered. The wire temperature drops.
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3.2. Correlations

The axial temperature distribution of the fire plume is affected by many factors. Pre-
decessors obtained the vertical temperature distribution formula by solving the equations
of conservation of mass, conservation of momentum and conservation of energy [24]:

TZ − T0

T0
= KαQ∗2/3Dor

−5/3Z−5/3 (2)

where TZ is the temperature at the height Z from the nozzle (◦C); T0 is the ambient
temperature (◦C); K is a constant, α is the air entrainment coefficient; Q∗ is the dimensionless
fire source power; Dor is the nozzle diameter (m); Z is the height of the thermocouple (m).

Q∗ =
Q

ρ∞CpT0(gDor)
1
2 D2

or

(3)
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where Q is the heat release rate; kW, ρ∞ is the ambient air density; kg·m−3, cp is the specific
heat capacity at constant pressure; kJ·kg−1·K−1, T0 is the ambient temperature (◦C); g is
the acceleration of gravity, 9.8 m·s−2 [36].

Q =
.

m × ∆Hc (4)

where
.

m is the mass flow rate (g·s−1); ∆Hc is the heating value of the fuel, MJ·kg−1.
Due to the initial momentum of jet fire being different from that of oil pool fire, the

dimensionless temperature distribution model cannot be directly based on the classic
three-stage distribution model of the fire plume. It is necessary to introduce a virtual point
source [27] to correct the temperature of the fire plume. The axial height is in the model.
The virtual point source is used to illustrate the different buoyancy flux of the fire source.
The virtual point source will change with the change of the buoyancy flux. Therefore, the
virtual point source is used to correct the axial height, and the corrected height (Z−Z0) is
brought into the Formula (2) to obtain the Formula (5).

∆TZ/T0

Q∗2/3 = f unction
(

Z − Z0

Dor

)
(5)

where TZ is the temperature at the height Z from the nozzle (◦C); T0 is the ambient
temperature (◦C); Q∗ is the dimensionless fire source power; Dor is the nozzle diameter (m);
Z is the height of the thermocouple (m); Z0 is the height of the virtual point source (m).

On the surface of previous studies, the temperature distribution of the axial centerline
of the axisymmetric fire source satisfies:

φ = Θ−3/5 =

(
∆TZ/T0

Q∗2/3

)−3/5
∝ Z − Z0 (6)

where TZ is the temperature at the height Z from the nozzle (◦C); T0 is the ambient
temperature (◦C); Q∗ is the dimensionless fire source power; Dor is the nozzle diameter (m);
Z is the height of the thermocouple (m); Z0 is the height of the virtual point source (m).

Figure 6 indicates the value of the virtual point source obtained under various working
conditions. By linearly fitting Φ and Z, the intercept between the fitted line and the
horizontal axis is the value of the virtual point source (Z0). According to Figure 6, it can be
seen that the virtual point source values of the transformer oil jet fire are all on the positive
semi-axis of the horizontal axis, indicating that the virtual point source is located above the
nozzle in space. When the jet fiery heat release rate increases, the buoyancy of the flame at
the flux increases, and the value of the virtual point source increases accordingly.

Using the value of the virtual point source of each working condition, based on
the temperature distribution prediction model, a prediction model of the axial centerline
temperature distribution of the transformer oil jet fire plume is established [29]:

TZ − T0

T0
= κ

(
(Z − Z0)/Dor

Q∗2/5

)η

(7)

where TZ is the temperature at the height Z from the nozzle (◦C); T0 is the ambient
temperature (◦C); Q∗ is the dimensionless fire source power; Dor is the nozzle diameter (m);
Z is the height of the thermocouple (m); Z0 is the height of the virtual point source (m); κ is
a parameter constant; η is a parameter constant.
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Figure 7 shows the dimensionless temperature fitting curve of the jet fire axial center-
line. From Figure 7, we can see:

(i) The temperature data converges well on the fitting curve, and the axial centerline
temperature of the jet fire plume presents an obvious three-stage distribution;

(ii) The continuous flame zone and the intermittent flame zone are narrow, and the
temperature in the buoyancy plume zone drops very quickly because of the cooling
effect of the entrained air and generated soot on the temperature. Among them, in
the intermittent flame zone, the dimensionless temperature and the dimensionless
height are in the form of −0.24 power law, and in the intermittent flame zone, the
dimensionless temperature and the dimensionless height are in the form of −2 power
law. There are deviations in the classic model, which can be attributed to the difference
in fuel type. However, the model in this paper can provide a more accurate prediction
of the temperature distribution of the transformer oil jet fire. Table 4 shows the fitting
results of the centerline axial temperature distribution of the transformer oil jet fire
plume.

Table 4. Correlation results of the constants.

Constants κ η

Continuous flame 31 0
Intermittent flame 44.1 −0.24

Buoyant plume 182 −2
Note: Parameter constant (κ); parameter constant (η).
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a series of transformer jet fire experiments with different external
heat sources and different container inner diameters are carried out to study centerline
axial temperature distribution of transformer oil jet fire plumes of oil-filled equipment in
substations. The axial centerline temperature of the fire plume, the flame visualization
image, and the heat release rate under each working condition are measured and analyzed.
The main findings are as follows:

(i) It is found that the fire plume temperature evolution law is basically the same and
the temperature peak appears at the axial position 0.6~0.9 m, and the temperature is
roughly in the range of 320~950 ◦C. Under the conditions of high external heat release
rate and large container inner diameter, the axial centerline temperature of the fire
plume shows an increasing trend, and the influence of the external heat release rate on
temperature is more significant than that of the inner diameter of the container, which
can be attributed to the degree of fuel mixing and the heat balance of the combustion
reaction.

(ii) The flame height is corrected by the virtual point source, the experimental data of the
dimensionless temperature and the dimensionless height are fitted, and the virtual
point source of the transformer oil jet fire is located above the nozzle in space. With
the increase of fuel mass flow, more fuel participates in chemical combustion reaction,
and the position of the virtual point source moves upward along the nozzle under
the influence of thermal buoyancy.

(iii) After the jet flame enters the quasi-steady state, the temperature distribution of the
centerline of the fire plume presents an obvious layered state, and the three-stage
distribution law of the dimensionless temperature maintenance of the axial centerline
of the fire plume is obtained consistent with the classical temperature distribution
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prediction model. Based on the classic temperature distribution prediction model, a
prediction model for the axial temperature distribution of the transformer oil jet fire
plume is established.

The research on oil jet fire of transformer oil-filled equipment in substation is of great
significance for substation fire prevention and control. However, some conclusions of
this paper are only based on different external heat release rates and inner diameter of oil
storage tank, and there is a lack of research on other variables, especially the change of
pressure at the nozzle having a significant impact on the flame. Therefore, the change of
pressure at the nozzle will be the focus of our next research.
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